


The student wants to go 
home.

The students want to 
go home.



She and her friends is/are
at the fair.



They are at the fair.

She and her friends are
at the fair.



The book or the pen 
is/are in the drawer. 

¤



The book or the pen is in 
the drawer



A word on prepositional phrases.
A prepositional phrase starts 
with a preposition and ends 

with a noun.  It’s extra 
information that’s necessary to 

describe a noun.
It answers the question “Which               

one?” 
¥



The woman with all the 
dogs walks/walk down 

my street every day.



The woman with all the 
dogs walks/walk down 

my street every day.



The woman with all the 
dogs walks down my 

street every day.

¥



One of the boxes is/are
open.



One of the boxes 
is open.

§



The book, including all the 
chapters in the first 
section, is/are boring.

Need to review the comma rules? (Rated M)

¤
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The book, including all the 
chapters in the first 

section, is/are boring.

§



The book, including all the 
chapters in the first 
section, is boring.

£



The man took his lunch 
and ate at the park, 

enjoying  its fresh air.~



The doctor started 
his/her/their rounds.



The doctor started his 
rounds.

The doctor started her 
rounds..



The doctor started 
his or her rounds.

¤



The doctors started 
their rounds.



The doctor started 
their rounds.

Click here to read more!

http://www.nytimes.com/2009/07/26/magazine/26FOB-onlanguage-t.html


When a person has been 
drinking, they are more 

likely to speed.

~



When a person has been 
drinking, he or she is more 

likely to speed.
When a person has been drinking, he is more 
likely to speed.

When a person has been drinking, she is 
more likely to speed.

¥



When people have been 
drinking, they are more 

likely to speed.

€



Anybody
Anyone
Anything
Each
Either

Everybody
Everyone
Everything
Neither
Nobody

No one
Nothing
Somebody
Someone
Something



Everybody should bring in his or 
her essay when it’s due.

Everybody should bring in their essay when 
it’s due.

Nobody likes his feelings hurt.
Nobody likes their feelings hurt.



Singular or Plural
All
Any 
More 

Most 
None 
Some

~

£



All of the newspaper is
soaked.

All of the sodas are cold.

∞



The committee made 
its/their decision.

¥

§



The committee made 
its decision.

¤



The committee put
its/their signatures on 

the proclamation.



The committee put
their signatures on the 

proclamation.

£



It says in the article. . .



The author says. . .

The writers point out that. . .

Å Å



Subjects do the action:
John gave the book to Mary.

Objects receive the action:
John gave the book to Mary..



The teacher told you and I
to get out our books

The teacher told you and me
to get out our books

€

£



The teacher told I to get 
out my book

The teacher told me to 
get out my book



The teacher told me to 
get out my book.

The teacher told you and 
me to get out our books.

~



Marissa and me are 
going to get some coffee.

Marissa and I are going 
to get some coffee.

§



I am going to get some 
coffee.

Me am going to get some 
coffee.



Manny is as nice as him.

Manny is as nice as he.



Manny is as nice as he is.

He is as nice as Manny.

Him is as nice as Manny.

£



Both whom and him end 
with –m, so if you can 

substitute him, use whom.

Remember this:

§



Who did she say was 
teaching the class?

Whom did you say was 
teaching the class.

£



She said him was teaching 
the class.

She said he was teaching 
the class.



Who should I talk to?

Whom should I talk to?



I should talk to he?

I should talk to him?



Jim is the one Who told 
me.

Jim is the one Whom told 
me.

~~



Jim is the one he told me.

Jim is the one him told me.

¤





Finally, I heard the three 
words I’d be waiting for, 

“Will you marry me?”

£



Finally, I heard the four
words I’d be waiting for, 

“Will you marry me?”



People stay healthy 
when you eat well and 

exercise.



People stay healthy 
when they eat well and 

exercise.

€




